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Abstract: The frequent changes in software projects may have an impact on the accuracy of the Software Enhancement Effort Estimation (SEEE) and hinder management of the software project. According to a survey on agile software estimation, the most common cost driver among effort estimation models is software size. Indeed, previous research works proved the effectiveness of the COSMIC Functional Size Measurement (FSM) method for efficiently measuring software functional size. It has been also observed that COSMIC sizing is an efficient standardized method for measuring not only software size but also the functional size of an enhancement that may occur during the scrum enhancement project. Intending to increase the SEEE accuracy the purpose of this paper is twofold. Firstly, it attempts to construct a stacking ensemble model. Secondly, it intends to develop a localhost web application to automate the SEEE process. The constructed stacking ensemble model takes the functional Size of an enhancement or a functional change, denoted as FS(FC), as a primary independent variable. The stacking ensemble model combines three Machine Learning (ML) techniques: Decision Tree Regression, Linear Support Vector Regression, and Random Forest Regression. Results show that the use of the FS(FC) as an input to SEEE using the stacking ensemble model provides significantly better results in terms of MAE (Mean Absolute Error) = 0.206, Mean Square Error (MSE) = 0.406, and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) = 0.595.

1 INTRODUCTION

Effort estimation is one of the key activities supporting software project planning and management (Abran, 2015). However, the frequent changes throughout the software project may influence the accuracy of the effort estimates and hinder the project’s success (Usman et al., 2018). Even when using the agile approach, time constraints and a lack of quantitative evidence frequently result in overestimations or underestimates, as well as faulty plans (Trzeciak, 2021). The agile software development life cycle (SLC) lacks a specifically planned mechanism for maintenance (Rehman et al., 2018). Software Maintenance is the field of Software Engineering which have been ignored over the last period. It has not received the same degree of attention that the other phases have (Bourque and Fairley, 2014). Software maintenance activity has been classified into two categories: correction and enhancement (ISO/IEC, 2006). We will concentrate on the enhancement category in our research. Enhancement is defined as ”a change made to an existing software product to meet a new requirement” (ISO/IEC, 2006).

Agile approach like Scrum embraces changes (Rehman et al., 2018). When managing Scrum software projects, providing an accurate estimation of an enhancement effort when requirements are likely to change is critical (Arora et al., 2020). There are numerous estimation techniques available, including expert opinion, Planning Poker (PP), and a few others (Vyas et al., 2018). According to a survey of five studies on basic estimation techniques (Vyas et al., 2018), the PP technique is the most commonly used in scrum projects. The basis of the PP is practitioners’, which are expressed in the form of Story Points. In practice, it is used to estimate the effort required to complete software requirements or User Stories (US).
The US is a short description of intent presenting user request (Desharnais et al., 2011). Besides PP, several international standards provide well-documented methods for measuring or approximating the US functional size, such as the COSMIC FSM method. There is a growing body of work on the use of the COSMIC function points (Ungan et al., 2014) for estimation and performance measurement of software development projects which can be adapted for predicting agile Software Enhancement effort too (Sakhrawi et al., 2021c). Rather than the increasing use of the COSMIC FSM method, our other motivation for this research study stems from the fact that existing single ML techniques used for SEE have several limitations (Wang et al., 2021) while other innovative models, such as the ensemble model, have yet to be adopted in the industry for estimating software effort. Indeed, recent research publication (Sakhrawi et al., 2021a) has investigated the use of ensemble learning for improving SEE for traditional projects (i.e., using waterfall methodology) compared to individual models.

In accordance with the findings obtained in (Sakhrawi et al., 2021a), our research paper’s goal is to improve the accuracy of SEE for scrum projects by building a stacking ensemble model using the FS (FC) as an independent variable. Our constructed stacking ensemble model combines three different ML techniques: Decision Tree Regression, Linear Support Vector Regression, and Random Forest Regression (DTRegr, LinearSVR, and RFR). The selected three ML techniques are recently used for SEE and proved as accurate models for SEE in both traditional and scrum contexts (Sakhrawi et al., 2021c). Estimation results using the stacking ensemble model are compared to those using the three ML techniques (DTRegr, LinearSVR, and RFR) separately. Although the stacking ensemble model produces significant results, using it manually is time-consuming. Of course, manual solutions are not practical. For this reason, we propose developing a local web application called “ERWebApp” to automate the SEE process. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the key concepts that will be used. Section 3 discusses the related work. Section 4 provides a detailed description of our research work process. Section 5 discusses the experimental results. In section 6, we present the evaluation performed throughout the threats to validity. Finally, in section 7, we summarizes the presented work and outlines some of its possible extensions.

2 BACKGROUND

This section describes an overview of the COSMIC FSM method, the PP technique, and the stacking ensemble model.

2.1 COSMIC

The Common Software Measurement International Consortium (COSMIC) is an FSM method proposed in 1999 to overcome some limitations of FPA (Martino et al., 2020). COSMIC is used for measuring software functionality. The method is designed to be independent of any implementation decisions embedded in the operational artifacts of the software to be measured. The process for measuring the COSMIC functional requirement size is composed of three phases: Measurement strategy phase, mapping phase, and Measurement phase (Berardi et al., 2011). Using COSMIC FSM a functional process is composed of a set of functional sub-processes that may be either a data movement or a data manipulation. There are four types of data movements: Entry (E), eXit (X), Read (R), and Write (W).

- An Entry moves a data group into a functional process from a functional user.
- An eXit moves a data group out of a functional process to a functional user.
- A Write moves a data group from a functional process to persistent storage.
- A Read moves a data group from persistent storage to a functional process.

A data group is a set of attributes that describes one object of interest. The COSMIC measurement unit is one data movement of one data group indicated as one CFP (COSMIC Function Point). The size of a functional process is determined by the sum of the data movements it includes. The functional size of a functional process (noted by FS (FP)) is given by Equation 1 (Berardi et al., 2011).

\[
FS(FP) = \sum FS(Entries) + \sum FS(eXits) + \sum FS(Reads) + \sum FS(Writes)
\]

(1)

The size of a change (an enhancement) presenting a functional process is the sum of its data movements that have been added, deleted, and modified. The software functional size after the change is the sum of the sizes of all the added data movements minus the size of all the removed data movements.
2.2 Overview of Planning Poker

The Planning Poker technique was initially proposed by Grenning (Grenning, 2002) and popularized by Cohn (Haugen, 2006) where agile software effort is predicted in terms of units of work referred to as 'story points' quantifying the implemented US (Vyaz et al., 2018). The US is a requirement presented in a specific way to highlight the type of user as well as the goal or functionality that the user needs to perform in order to obtain some benefits (Haugen, 2006). The main objective of PP was to build more effective prediction sessions and to get more implications from the whole industry project team (Haugen, 2006). Even though the PP is the most widely used technique to estimate software development effort, it was criticized in the same way as expert judgment. In addition, it does not provide direct information on the software size to be delivered.

2.3 Stacking Ensemble Model

The stacking model is invented by Wolpert (Wolpert, 1992). It is recently used for estimating software effort (Sampath Kumar and Venkatesan, 2021)(Priya et al., 2021). The stacking model combines lower-level ML techniques for achieving more accurate estimation. The constructed linear estimation model consists of two learning levels (Kraipeerapun and Amornsamankul, 2015). The first learning level is called Level-0, where models are trained and tested in independent cross-validation examples from the original input data. Then, the output of Level-0 and the original input data is used as input for level-1, called generalized (i.e the meta-model). Level-1 is constructed using the original input data and the output of level-0 generalizers (Kraipeerapun and Amornsamankul, 2015).

3 RELATED WORK

Recently, research studies have reported that the COSMIC FSM method has been successfully used in agile software projects (Sakhrawi et al., 2021c). The use of the COSMIC FSM method increases the quality of the documentation in agile projects (Ungan et al., 2014). Compared to the scrum story points, the estimation model built using the COSMIC FSM method provides more accurate results for estimating development effort (Ungan et al., 2014)(Sakhrawi et al., 2021c). Hence, the use of software functional size in COSMIC Functional Points (CFP) units as independent variables to build an effort estimation model give more accurate results than the use of Story Points as independent variables (Sakhrawi et al., 2021c).

More recently, the use of the ensemble model, combining more than one single ML technique, has achieved attention in the software engineering research (Sampath Kumar and Venkatesan, 2021; Sakhrawi et al., 2021a). In addition, a systematic review conducted by (Idri et al., 2016) has confirmed that the ensemble methods outperformed their constituents (single models). In the same context, (Sakhrawi et al., 2021a) proposed a stacking ensemble model that has revealed promising capabilities in improving the accuracy over single models for traditional SEE. Regarding a systematic mapping study on the use of ML techniques for SEE (Sakhrawi et al., 2021b), this is the first study to our knowledge that investigates the use of the ensemble method in software maintenance (enhancement) effort estimation within the scrum context.

4 RESEARCH PROCESS

Figure 1 presents our proposed research work process. We compare the SEE accuracy of the selected ML techniques when used (trained and tested) separately with the SEE accuracy of the constructed stacking ensemble model. The stacking ensemble model is then integrated into a local web application (ERWebApp) to help estimators (e.g., development team) make SEE automatically.

4.1 Data Collection Data

In this section, we will use real projects developed using the scrum framework and derived from industry (Sakhrawi et al., 2021c). The chosen dataset is an example of Software Enhancement in which the functional specifications are considered an enhancement. Because our work focused on enhancement, we use the following filters to eliminate trivial projects: Actual Development Time (man-days), full life cycle effort for a project exceeding 80 man-hours, and "Stats" other than "implement" were excluded. When assessing the performance of an estimation model, the choice of a suitable one is based on the quality of its inputs, data sets, and, most importantly, the use of international standards (Abran, 2015). Indeed, since the FS (FC) gives accurate results (Sakhrawi et al., 2021c), we propose to measure the FS of all US in the dataset. Then, we add the new measurements to the existing dataset attributes. The enhancement FS in the dataset (that is expressed in the form of US) was
measured using the COSMIC method. The COSMIC FSM process includes three phases (Berardi et al., 2011): the measurement strategy, the mapping of concepts, and the measurement of the identified concepts.

**Measurement Strategy Phase.** The Measurement Strategy phase defines what will be measured (the purpose of measurement). And therefore, the scope to be measured is determined. The strategy phase is important to ensure that we measure what is required to be measured. The following are the main parameters that must be identified during this phase:

- The purpose: Estimating Effort for implementing an enhancement (i.e., a Functional Change).
- Overall scope: Generating the Functional Change (FC) size and estimating the associated enhancement effort.
- Functional users: are human users in this case.
- Layer: An industrial dataset (eight sprints).
- Level of granularity: one level of granularity

**Mapping of Concepts.** An Enhancement within scrum context is presented by US. A US exhibits a high-level requirement description. There is no general standard US representation (Sellami et al., 2018). The level of granularity for sizing requirements (or enhancements) in the form of a US must be that of the COSMIC functional processes (Berardi et al., 2011). For that reason, the mapping of a US to a COSMIC Functional Process necessitates distinguish the identification of following concepts:

As an <Actor>: represents the user of the US referred to as the functional user in COSMIC.

I want to <Goal>: represents the enhancement request referred to as US or a Functional Process (FP) in COSMIC, so that <value or expected benefit>

Regarding Table 1, the level of granularity for sizing an enhancement in the form of a US must be that of the COSMIC FP (Berardi et al., 2011). FC are mainly classified into three types: add (new requirements to be created), delete (existing requirements to be deleted), and modify (existing requirements to be modified) (Sakhrawi et al., 2019).

**Measurement Phase.** In the Measurement phase, the COSMIC Functional Process (FP) consists of a set of functional sub-processes. The FP size is the number of data movements (DM) it includes and the software size is the sum of the sizes of all its FPs. According to (Berardi et al., 2011), the DM can be identified based on some common word cases (such as create, select, delete, add, share, display, etc.) (Sakhrawi et al., 2019). Using the identified DM types that are repeatedly executed by the user can facilitate the measurement process. Table 2 explained the ability of the COSMIC FSM method on detailing the Functional change process (from process to sub-process), which exposes more iterations and therefore more data movements.

### 4.2 Constructing Estimation Models

We have constructed two estimation models presented in Figure 1. The first model constructs three ML techniques (DTReg, LinearSVR, and RFR) for SEE SEEE separately. The second model constructs a stacking ensemble model (that combines the three selected ML techniques. For the models set of experiments, we use the classic approach with a simple 70%(training)-30% (validation/test) split. Exper-
Table 1: Example: mapping of US with COSMIC FC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Id</th>
<th>User Story description</th>
<th>COSMIC Functional Change description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>As an Organization User I can . . . (Goal)</td>
<td>Effort in Story Points: Change Type (add, delete, or modify) FC description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add a custom evidence type to an assessment criterion (because the standard evidence types are not appropriate for me)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add Custom Evidence Type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sizing an enhancement “Add Custom Evidence Type” in CFP units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FP Description</th>
<th>Functional User</th>
<th>Description of Sub-FP</th>
<th>Data Group</th>
<th>Object of interest</th>
<th>DM type</th>
<th>CFP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add Custom Evidence Type</td>
<td>Organisation User</td>
<td>Request to view a specific widget</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>Entry</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organisation User</td>
<td>Add a “custom” evidence type against a specific attainment criterion</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>Entry</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Add a custom evidence type and give him a name (free form text)</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>Entry</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Verify changes</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Save changes</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>Write</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The custom evidence type is saved</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>eXit</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The custom evidence type is saved</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>Custom Evidence type</td>
<td>eXit</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Evaluating Estimation Models

To evaluate the accuracy of the estimation models, we used three widely used evaluation metrics (Idri et al., 2015): the mean absolute error (MAE), the mean square error (MSE), and the root mean square error (RMSE).

4.3.1 LinearSVR Algorithm Performance Assessment versus DTRegr, and RFR Models

Regarding Table 3, error metrics (such as MAE, MSE and RMSE) reveal quite values using linearSVR (MAE=0.240; MSE=0.923; RMSE=0.646).

Table 3: Estimation analysis using MAE, MSE and RMSE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method/ parameters</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LinearSVR</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTRegr</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFR</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>1.479</td>
<td>1.216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1https://colab.research.google.com/notebooks/intro.ipynb?collection=true
4.3.2 Stacking Ensemble Model

When constructing a stacking ensemble model, it is critical to select which ML techniques will be used as “estimators”. The meta-model provided via the “final estimator” argument (DTRegr) is trained to combine the estimation of the selected ML techniques provided via the “estimators” argument (LinearSVR, RFR). Each model is trained on the constructed dataset using the FS(FC) as a primary independent variable. Then, the outputs of “estimators” are fed into the “final estimator” which combines each estimator model with a weight and delivers the final estimation.

Selecting Estimators and final estimator. The main parameters of the stacking ensemble regression model are defined in scikit-learn\(^2\) as follows: StackingRegressor(estimators, final estimator=None, *) explained in Table 4. Thus, we try to identify which technique from the three ML techniques can be used as "final estimator" and which ones should be used as "estimators". Table 5 illustrates the estimation analysis results using MAE, MSE, and RMSE. Error metrics reveal quite values when the DTRegr algorithm is used as the final estimator (MAE=0.206 ; MSE=0.406; RMSE=0.595). Figure 2 shows the ML "estimators" and the average of their estimations.

Table 4: Stacking ensemble regression model parameters’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>estimators</td>
<td>Base estimators which will be stacked together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final estimator</td>
<td>An estimator which will be used to combine the base estimators.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>estimators</th>
<th>final estimator</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LinearSVR and RFR</td>
<td>DTRegr</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinearSVR and DTR-reg</td>
<td>RFR</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTRreg and RFR</td>
<td>LinearSVR</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>1.250</td>
<td>1.118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: ML “estimators” and the average of their estimations.

Make SEE. Constructing SEE, each ML regression technique is trained on the selected dataset. The outputs of “estimators” are therefore fed into the “final estimator” which combines each regression estimator model with a weight and delivers the final estimation. To evaluate the overall performance of the constructed estimation model, we selected the \(r^2\) score evaluation metric\(^3\). Figure 3 depicts the \(r^2\) score results, with the best possible score of 1.0. The results show that the stacking ensemble model outperforms the other three ML techniques. The \(r^2\) score is 0.789.

Figure 3: ML techniques Performance Assessment.

4.4 A Proposed Web Interface for SEE

Regarding experimental results, we found that using the stacking ensemble model is the most accurate model. However, using this model manually is time-consuming. Of course, manual solutions are not practical. For this reason, we propose to develop an ERWebApp to rapidly and automatically make SEE. The ERWebApp is designed to first generate the en-

\(^2\)https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/classes.html#module-sklearn.ensemble

\(^3\)https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.r2_score
hancement functional size and then estimate its corresponding effort.

The ERWebApp is developed using Bootstrap\(^4\), Anvil Platform\(^5\), and Python\(^6\). Python is used in the backend to create the estimation model that maps the input and output data based on the stacking ensemble model, while Anvil’s Platform and Bootstrap are used in the frontend to display content. In order to transfer content between web applications and the estimation model, the use of the Anvil platform appeared to be beneficial. It is used to help in the visualization of the estimation model by creating and hosting the estimation web page, which is entirely written in Python using predictable and minimal resources (CPU, memory, threads). The ERWebApp is styled using Bootstrap. It is hosted on the user’s computer’s localhost and can be accessed using web browsers from any operating system.

**4.4.1 ERWebApp Users**

The ERWebApp is designed to meet the needs of the three Scrum roles: product owner, scrum master, and development team members. It will enable estimators to express the ER in the form of US in the natural language. Then, the functional size of the US will be generated in terms of CFP units. The estimator then receives the estimated effort based on ontology and ML techniques. This implies that the three scrum roles would be able to perform the following actions in the web interface:

1. The Scrum Master: is responsible for the revised planning and deciding on the execution of the ER.
2. The Product Owner: Submit the ER description.
3. The Development Team: reformulate the ER in three steps: (1) specify a formal description of the ER, (2) generate the functional size of the ER in CFP units, and (3) estimate the effort required to implement the ER.

The principal parts of the ERWebApp are described throughout three pages of interfaces: a projects overview (for scrum master), a submit ER form (for product owner), and regulate ER form (for the development team). Focusing on making the ERWebApp easier to use, we created three sessions for the three scrum roles. Indeed, we created three login sessions/profiles for the three roles. Figure 4 depicts an example of the product owner’s login session page.

**4.4.2 Product Owner Interface: Submit Enhancement Request**

When a new enhancement occurs in an existing project, the product owner must submit the enhancement description. As shown in Figure 5, the development team is responsible for implementing enhancement. After the ER has been approved, a detailed description can be created (in other words, going from an informal to a formal ER description). The Product Owner can express and submit an enhancement request in natural language using this interface page.

**4.4.3 Development Team Interface**

We concentrated on the development team session because that is the team in charge of managing and implementing the enhancement. The development team will provide the COSMIC sizing of an enhancement as well as an estimate of the corresponding effort.

---

\(^4\)https://getbootstrap.com/
\(^5\)https://anvil.works/open-source
\(^6\)https://www.python.org/
Enhancement Request Details. The web interface page of the development team includes the enhancement details. Figure 6 contains two buttons: the blue button downloads the enhancement description validated by the product owner, and the green button generates a formal explanation of a specific enhancement request. Figure 7 shows a full formal description of a selected ER. The functional size of the specified ER is also represented in terms of CFP units. A button was created to demonstrate how the functional size of an enhancement, denoted as FS (FC), can be found and used to estimate the effort required to complete this enhancement. When the button "click to reveal in detail" in Figure 7 is selected, the details of FS (FC) are generated as shown in Figure 8 (details of functional size measurement are provided in Measurement phase paragraph in section 4.1.

Estimating Enhancement Request Effort. As shown in Figure 9 using the Anvil platform, we created a web page for SEEE. Through the Anvil platform, we can share a private link to the web page. Then, in the Bootstrap template, we included this link to be used by the development team. The Anvil platform is also used to connect the model built-in Google Collab to the input variable, which is the functional size of the enhancement request. The SEEE web page interface includes two sessions: the train session constructed on the backend with the Google Collab and the estimation session designed for the development team with the Anvil platform. As shown in Figure 9, the development team needs to select the model to estimate the effort of the enhancement request. The stacking ensemble model-based SEEE must be uploaded by the developer. In addition, the development team must provide the functional size (approximated) of enhancement (FC) as input in CFP. As a result, our ERWebApp can estimate the Software Enhancement effort.

5 DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON

Recall that our proposed research process goal is to investigate (i) the importance of using the enhancement FS as a primary independent variable and (ii) the use of the stacking ensemble model for improving the accuracy of SEEE within the scrum context.

We firstly conducted three selected ML techniques (DTRegr, LinearSVR, and RFR) separately. Experimental results show that LinearSVR is the most effective model. This is supported by the results, which show a minimum MAE of 0.240. To ensure the above results, we have investigated the idea of using a stacking ensemble model by combining the three ML techniques (DTRegr, LinearSVR, and RFR) separately. Experimental results show that LinearSVR is the most effective model. This is supported by the results, which show a minimum MAE of 0.240. To ensure the above results, we have investigated the idea of using a stacking ensemble model by combining the three ML techniques (DTRegr, LinearSVR, and RFR). Experimental results are compared with the three ML techniques when constructed separately. The effectiveness of the stacking ensemble model can be seen in the results (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). This is supported by the results with the minimum MAE of 0.206, MSE.
of 0.406 and RMSE of 0.595, and a good $r^2$ score of 0.789.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

The validity of this research results is pertinent to internal validity and external validity.

- Internal threats to validity are related to the size of the data set where the number of instances in the data set must be more significant. This work is limited to the numerical attributes of the Software Enhancement datasets for scrum projects, although many historical scrum project datasets contain categorical attributes.
- External threats to validity are proportional to the degree to which the study’s findings can be applied to other projects. We only used one private scrum dataset. However, we believe that our proposed research study can be applied to a variety of project datasets.

7 CONCLUSION

In this study, we investigated the problem of accurate estimation of effort for software enhancement projects. Three single ML techniques and stacking models were implemented and empirically tested. Based on the fact that COSMIC sizing is a powerful FSM method, it was used as an input feature for predicting enhancement effort, the enhancement FS is used as an independent variable. The following are the results of the experiments:

- LinearSVR is more accurate with small MAEs= 0.240, MSE= 0.923, and RMSE= 0.646 compared to DTRreg and RFR.
- The stacking ensemble model is more accurate with MAE of 0.206, MSE of 0.406 and RMSE of 0.595, and a good $r^2$ score of 0.789 compared to the selected single ML techniques SEEE accuracy.

Then, we conclude our research work process by building a localhost ERWebApp. The web application’s goal is to evolve into a company that can estimate the effort of a new enhancement request from FS in a scrum context. We did not place a high value on the roles of scrum master and product owner because the estimation process is handled by the development team. However, it will be improved in the future.
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